Michael M. Levy
April 15, 1950 - April 4, 2017

Michael M. Levy, Menomonie, died April 4, 2017, of cancer after a brief period of
hospitalization and hospice care.
Levy was born April 15, 1950 in Chicago IL. From the beginning he was a little professor,
teaching himself to read from Dr. Seuss books at age five and later teaching his younger
cousin John Block that same way. Throughout his school years, he always walked to
school with an open book in his hand. He attended the University of Illinois for his BA
(1972), Ohio State University for his MA (1974), and the University of Minnesota for his
PhD (1982). He began teaching English at the University of Wisconsin Stout in 1980,
where he remained for his entire career, teaching courses in Composition, Children’s
literature and Science Fiction and serving as Chair of the English Department for
approximately seven years. Throughout his career, he mentored many and was beloved
for his kind, level-headed guidance and wisdom. Levy was a noted expert on children’s,
YA, and SF/F literature and served as President of both the Science Fiction Research
Association and the International Association for the Fantastic in the Arts, where his
effective leadership helped both organizations move into the 21st century by embracing
gender and diversity in their leadership. He was an editor for the journal Extrapolation
starting in 2006 and reviewed extensively for Publishers Weekly, The New York Review of
Science Fiction, and other publications and served as an editorial board member of The
Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts from 2010 onward, positions which allowed him to
indulge in his book addiction without actually buying many of them. His book reviews and
essays number in the thousands. With Farah Mendlesohn, he co-wrote Children’s Fantasy
Literature: An Introduction (2016). Other critical books include Portrayal of South East
Asian Refugees in Recent American Children’s Books (2000), and Natalie Babbitt (1991),
as well as an annotated edition of A. Merritt’s The Moon Pool (2004). He also drew maps
for fantasies by P.C. Hodgell. Throughout his life, Levy was actively engaged in secular
humanism, supporting many human and animal rights charities.
He is survived by his wife of 34 years, teacher/editor/poet Sandra J. Lindow, and their two
children Scott McDonald and Miriam Levy.

A celebration of his life will be held April 29 at 1:00 p.m. at First Congregational United
Church of Christ, 420 Wilson Ave., Menomonie, WI. Those in attendance are urged to
wear their favorite t-shirts. Memorial gifts can be given to various charities including the
Dunn County Humane Association, the American Cancer Society or Planned Parenthood.
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Comments

“

I met Michael, through, Sandy, a fellow poet, and found that Michael and I shared
some connections through 17th century literature, specifically our knowledge of
Milton and Margaret Cavendish.The connection between Cavendish and Michael's
interest in fantasy literature is straight forward, considering she is perhaps best know
for her science fiction fantasy novella, The Blazing World.Quite a while back, I had
read his essay in the MLA Teaching Volume on Milton, "Teaching Milton in God's
Country," which outlined the challenges of teaching Milton at a technical college in
Northern WI, and I thoroughly enjoyed its thoughtfulness and gentle humor. But I
hadn't made the connection between Milton and fantasy until today at Michael's
memorial. Suddenly the light bulb went on: Paradise Lost is full of fantasy worlds and
quests--Satan's journey through Chaos, the war in heaven, the description of
paradise itself. While my literary connection with Michael was a little different than
most of those who spoke today, I share with them remembering his warmth, his wry
sense of humor, his kindness, which so many will miss.

Erna Kelly - April 29, 2017 at 05:46 PM

“

Fred Levy, Mike's Uncle
As his first babysitter, I must have known Michael longer than anyone else still
around. Although quiet and somewhat reserved in company, preferring reading to
competitive argument or game-playng, Mike was, even in those earliest years, a
presence whose calm and intelligence exercised an impressive level of influence
over those around him and usually got him what he wanted.
One of my most vivid memories from those early days is of a Sunday morning, after
a night of babysitting. Don and Rena, his parents, were still sleeping. I had just
entered their living room to sit down and pick up the newspaper. Sandy, his middle
brother, was sitting on the floor with a game, and Bruce, his youngest brother, then
about 2-1/2 to 3 years old, was on the floor across from Sandy and leafing through
the comics section. Mike, about 7 or 8, came in, also sat on the floor, and silently and
deftly took the comics away from Bruce and began himself to read them. Not a word
had been spoken. Bruce got up sulkily and toddled out of the room.
A few minutes later, Bruce re-entered carrying a (fortunately very light) balsa wood
toy sledge hammer and slipped silently behind Michael who was fully engrossed in
his reading. Raising the sledge hammer high over his head, Bruce brought it down
with a full swing unto the head of Michael. Mike simply continued to read, while
Bruce went out to find something else to do.
I never had the opportunity to see Mike in his academic setting, but I can't imagine a
more perfect disposition for chairing a department of university professors.

Sandra Lindow - April 28, 2017 at 08:51 PM

“

Mike Levy was chair of the English and Philosophy department when I began my
academic career at the UW-Stout. He was a fantastic colleague, a knowledgeable
scholar, and a caring friend. He was funny. He was well read. And he has the world's
largest collection of magnets, many tracing back to literature. Mike will be missed
and remembered.
Quan Zhou

Quan Zhou - April 26, 2017 at 12:15 PM

“

Dr. Levy was my Science Fiction literature professor at UW-Stout in the early '80s. As
such, he opened my mind to the genre, to English literature and to science reality in
fiction. As an individual, he helped me to refine my social conscience. Outside of the
requirements of class, he also read a sci-fi story I wrote and gave me extremely
useful comments. The world is better for him being in it, and I shall miss him.
Bill Olson, Owner, Iconostar Productions LLC.

Bill Olson - April 20, 2017 at 09:37 AM

